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"When humans have changed a landscape as 
profoundly as they have in some parts of the coastal 
temperate rainforest, there is a responsibility to start 
addressing some of the problems [that have occurred 

as a result]. I would argue that on our west coast, 
logging changes these ecosystems more fundamentally 

than it does just about anywhere else in British 
Columbia or Canada. So I think there is a great need 

and a responsibility to try and deal with some of these 
problems that we’ve created." 

-Andy MacKinnon, Forest Ecologist
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FOR THE LOVE OF SALMON

HELP THIS IMPORTANT WORK CONTINUE
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This work could not be done without our sponsors and collaborators!

Schein Foundation Kyler Vos Photography 



In 2017, CWFS worked in 10 different watersheds 
on the west coast of Vancouver Island. We worked 
in the traditional territory of the five Nuu-chah- 

nulth nations in this region; Hesquiaht, Ahousaht, 
Tla-o-qui-aht, Toquaht and Yuułuʔiłʔatḥ . 
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The only thing more integral to the fabric of coastal

B.C. than the ancient forests is the Pacific salmon.

Vancouver Island is home to once legendary runs of

Chinook, coho, chum, sockeye, pink and steelhead.

These coastal rivers and streams are a critical part of

the salmon life cycle, and the loss of freshwater

spawning and nursery habitat is a major threat to the

survival wild salmon populations. Decades of over-

fishing, habitat destruction and poor management has

resulted in significant declines in wild salmon

populations. The Central Westcoast Forest Society

(CWFS) was founded in 1995 by loggers, First

Nations, biologists and forestry professionals who

recognized the need to address the loss of habitat in

order to preserve our wild fish stocks. 

 

The goal of restoration is not to return the watershed

to a pre-altered state, but to help speed up the

system's natural recovery, good restoration design

understands that there is an immense variety of

factors governing any given ecosystem. Central

Westcoast Forest Society uses a holistic approach

that recognizes the connection between ecosystems

and the well-being of people. This method ensures

that essential natural services and the systems

supporting them are correctly valued, protected, and

managed for the future by integrating the needs of

society with scientific knowledge of ecological

relationships. 

 

The purposes of the society are: the protection,

conservation, and enhancement of the natural

environment through the restoration of aquatic and

forest ecosystems, education, employment and

stewardship. 

Who is CWFS
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Our Team

Jessica Hutchinson, M. Sc 

Executive Director

Mandala Smulders, B. Sc. 

Director of Operations

Tom Balfour, B. Sc. 

Projeect Manger

Megan Francis, B. Sc. 

Environmental Technician

Keya Porteous 

Environmental Technician

Stephenie Charleson, HFN, AFN 

Environmental Technician

Gene Antoine, TFN 

Environmental Technician

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

Central Westcoast Forest Society is governed by a board of directors 

representing diverse interests. 

 

 Don McMillan - Chair 

Warren Warttig – Vice Chair 

Alan McCarthy - Secretary 

Geoff Lyons - Treasurer 

Gary Johnson - Director 

Yuri Zharikov - Director 

Eric Russcher - Director 

Tony Bennett – Director 

Mayco Noel – Director 

Dave Bailey – Director 
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Tranquil Creek 

Chinook Recovery 

Project

It’s a cold morning in July. The fog is just off shore.

You don’t even have to look for it you can feel it in

the air. We start hauling gear down to the boat:

totes, dry bags, pelican cases, life jackets, waders,

paddles and two canoes. There are 6 of us in total,

plus Dan our boat captain. We fumble down the

gangway and awkwardly load the gear and canoes

on the front of his 19 ft aluminum centre consul.  The

boat ride is a short 40 min trip to Tranquil Creek, 20

km northeast of Tofino as the crow flies. 
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 Between 1968 and 1980 approximately 720 ha

of forest was logged. They took the best wood;

the big trees that grow in the river valley. Huge

2 to 3 m diameter Western red cedar and

towering 70 m tall Sitka spruce were logged

right to the creek bank. 

This watershed, like so many on the coast, saw

massive resource extraction.

Tranquil Creek itself was used to float, sort

and mobilize the timber downstream; a scene

straight out of the log riders waltz. Not a

single stretch of old-growth forest was left on

the lower section of river.  

by Jessica Hutchinson

Adam Chilton
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The boat drops us at the mouth of the river.

From there we travel upstream by canoe. We

are three people and a bunch of gear in two

tippy č’apac (canoes). The strongest paddlers

take the back, and the, worst (like me) sit on the

floor in the middle. No paddle, just a vista to

take in. What was once old-growth coniferous

or evergreen forest are now deciduous

dominated stands. These small red alder trees

were not meant for this type of abuse. They

don’t have the root strength or depth to hold

the river bank in place. 

 Consequently, the creek banks are losing and

the river is winning. It keeps getting wider and

wider every year as it mows over the red alder

and advances into the forest. If you are a

salmon, this is a bad situation. Wide shallow

rivers with extensive bank erosion heat up in

the summer months. Just a couple degree

changes in temperature can kill a juvenile

salmon or stress an adult salmon and decrease

its reproductive success rate.   

The creek gets shallow about 1 km up the river

and so we portage from there.  

During the winter, water with great speed and

force flows over this massive gravel bar and

carries the gravel downstream. This creates

unfavorable conditions for any salmon that laid

its eggs in the gravel downstream. When gravel

is mobilized in this way it can scour

downstream habitat and flush eggs and alevins

out to sea.   

 At about 3 km up the river the worst of the

habitat is encountered.  A river that should

average 30 m in width now spans over 200

meters. A massive exposed gravel bar where

once old-growth forest stood.  

We finish our mapping and assessment for the

day and start making our way downstream too.

In 5 months time we will return to plant 100s of

trees and shrubs on the gravel bar, spread grass

seed and mulch and install large woody debris.

All this effort is done to stabilize the gravel bar,

help bring the forest back in order to to help

keep the salmon nest intact and accelerate the

recovery of this damaged watershed.  

Jessica Hutchinson is the Executive Director

of Central Westcoast Forest Society and

Project Manager of the Tranquil Creek

Chinook Recovery Project

Adam Chilton
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Why Did the Fish Cross  

the Road? 

Pacific Rim Highway is the only

road into Tofino. The road was

built back in 1959 when planning

and infrastructure had very little

concern for fish or the habitat they

need to survive. A section of this

road passes through the

Mułmuuḥsuʔis watershed, (English

Cove) between Radar Hill and Cox

Bay. The watershed is largely intact

old-growth forest composed of

ancient Western red cedar and

Western hemlock that line the

banks of 12 coho and cutthroat

trout bearing freshwater streams.

All 12 of these streams flow down

the eastern slope of Vargas Cone

(Cox Cone) crossing Pacific Rim

Highway and draining into the

Pacific Ocean in Mułmuuḥsuʔis

Cove.  

All 12 of these creek crossings on

the Highway are also barriers to

fish passage.  The Tla-o-qui-aht

First Nation, Ministry of

Transportation and CWFS have

been replacing collapsed, hung,

and undersized culverts  to

restore fish passage and to help

the fish cross the road. In 2017,

we completed our fourth culvert

replacement in this watershed on

Mułhmumc Creek. The old

culvert was  roughly 60 years old,

less than 2 feet wide and made of

toxic creosote wood and

concrete (top left and right). It

was replaced with a new 2.7 m 

diameter, 33.5 m long aluminized

culvert structure  (bottom right).  

Replacing the culvert on Mułhmumc Creek 

Who lives in Mułhmumc Creek? 

Leading up to and during the installation of the new culvert, fish were

trapped using gee traps and relocated outside of the the project

boundaries. Fish that were caught were weighed and measured,

giving us insight into what currently lives within the creek both

upstream and downstream of the road. The creek supports a variety

of species including coho salmon, coastal cutthroat trout and

coastrange sculpin.  
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Ah’ta’apq Creek (Hot Springs Creek) is one of the better

examples of what can happen to a salmon-bearing stream when

a steep-sided valley is logged. The combined effects from the

removal of trees and roots; the compaction of soils; the building

of roads and the disruption of natural drainage patterns create

the perfect recipe for landslides.  At Ah’ta’apq Creek landslides

have buried the stream in debris and sediment.

Hesquiaht Fisheries  Manager, Rufus Charleson, recalls one of

the landslides as "the day the mountain came down to the

stream". Every year during the summer when rainfall is low this

stream dries up. The water is buried 2 to 3 meters deep in

gravel. All that remains for fish habitat is a series of segmented

pools that often hold hundreds of juvenile salmon. If it is a dry

summer, these pools too will dry up and the salmon they hold

will be lost (photo).  

CWFS has been working to restore Ah'ta'apq Creek by planting

conifers in the riparian zone to address upslope and creek bank

failures, as well as installing in-stream structures to help

improve scour and create deep pools and a thalweg. 

The day the mountain came 

down to the stream

Building Fish Habitat
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Streams and rivers are integral to the health of

salmon as these water bodies are where they

both begin and end their lives. In restoring

these systems it is necessary that we ask what

makes a river functional for fish? What habitat

features are important for a juvenile coho?

How about a spawning sockeye? 

The fact is, salmon require much more than

fresh water flowing towards the ocean;

they require complex river systems that

provide both slow-moving water refuges

and fast moving oxygenated water. 

In watersheds that have been affected by

human activities we often see a loss of 

complexity and riffle-pool habitat. Riffle-pool

habitat, or sequences, often provide the

majority of salmonid spawning and rearing

grounds.  

Pools

Riffles

Areas of deep, slow moving water 

Provide important spawning and

feeding habitat, rest areas for juvenile

salmon and refuges for spawning

salmon to hide from predators

Areas of shallow, fast moving water 

As the water rushes over the rocks,

oxygen is added. This is important for

aquatic insects and fish

requiring highly oxygenated waters

Hiłpičis (Hydro Hill West) was

identified as lacking riffle-pool

habitat. To combat this issue, two

"Newbury Riffles" or riffle- pool

sequences, were constructed to

increase spawning habitat.



Locals Help to Restore Chum Populations 

Chenatha River (Twin Rivers East) very

recently supported healthy salmon

populations with previous escapement

records showing a yearly average of 2,200

chum salmon. These numbers have

drastically declined in recent years with

less than 30 chum returning in 2013 and

less than 15 chum in 2017. 

Logging is partly responsible for the

decline of chum salmon. Like so many

watersheds Chenatha River was harvested

back in the 1960s. At that time, forest

companies were not required to plant trees

post harvest. Consequently, the old-growth

coniferous forest composed of western

redcedar and Sitka spruce 2 m in diameter

and 250 plus years age was replaced with

what is now a deciduous dominated forest. 

It was a crisp cold morning and the truck didn’t have any

heat.  The day was in fact clear and sunny and we went to

one of my favourite spots, Twin Rivers. It was quite a

gathering, a mix bag of beautiful folks coming together to

secure a part of the river that needed trees and their roots to

support its structure. We worked hard and efficiently. My

heart felt full from helping the environment and just being

outside, laughing with people I barely knew.  

The best part of the day was heading over to the Macoah

village to drop off a few folks. Dennis Hetu was helping out

that day, a fun, chatty human with great artistic abilities. He

was kind enough to show us a carving he had been working

on. He also showed us a stunning totem pole that he created,

which is placed at the entrance of the Macoah village. The

whole experience from start to finish was amazing. I’ll

definitely do it again, and again. 

In Chenatha, extensive stream bank erosion

was observed where red alder dominated

stands were found. To help stabilize the

stream bank and accelerate the recovery of

this watershed CWFS and a team of

volunteers planted conifer trees in 2017.

A Volunteer Experience
by Sarah Grahovic
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CONSTRUCTING POOL 

HABITAT WITHIN 

CHENATHA RIVER 

HOW PROVIDING HABITAT 

FOR BATS CAN HELP FISH 

British Columbia has the largest

diversity in bat species of all the

provinces in Canada. Within our

region alone there are believed to be

seven different species. Some of

these bats roost in the large cracks

and cavities found in old-growth

trees. The foraging grounds

surrounding roosting sites are

especially important for bats and are

often located within riparian areas,

meaning they fly within 10-30m of a

stream, lake or river. Riparian areas

produce an abundance of flying

insects which is a major food source

for these bats. While bats fly and

forage in the riparian zone they

frequently defecate on the ground or

water body below them.

Their feces is full of nutrients, and as

it settles to the substrate below it

becomes food for very small, bottom-

dwelling animals, known as benthic

invertebrates. Benthic invertebrates

are food for many different

animals including salmon and trout. 

CWFS has been installing bat boxes

along Chenatha River to mitigate the

loss of old-growth trees and their

cracks and crevices. In 2017, we

monitored the presence of bat

species using an acoustic recorder.

We detected several species of bats

foraging on the creek including the

Western Long-eared Myotis, Little

Brown Myotis and the Big Brown Bat.  
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Pools are vitally important habitat for all life stages

of salmon. Deep holding pools (> 1 m) offer refuge

from predators  for adult salmon returning to

spawn. For juvenile salmon, pools offer important

rearing habitat where fish can conserve energy and

increase caloric intake.  Water temperature is also

moderated in deep pools, providing cooler water

temperatures during the summer. In streams and

rivers that lack pool habitat, the CWFS team helps

create pools  by  positioning large logs and root-

wads in the creek. 

This large woody debris (LWD) is moved into

position  using machinery or a turfor winch (top

left). Building clustered LWD complexes is often

more effective than separate pieces (top middle) .

Once the structures are anchored in-stream they

address three functions: protect the banks,

provide cover for fish and build pools.  The

structure deflects water causing scour and the

natural development of a pool (top right). In 2017,

CWFS built three in-stream structures in Chenatha

River. This increased the number of holding pools

in the lower river from 2 to 5.

Jeremy Koreski Jeremy Koreski Kyler Vos



Since 2012, CWFS has hosted an annual clean up of the

backroads in the Kennedy Flats. Our goal is to address the issue

of illegally dumped garbage while engaging our community in

environmental stewardship. This year we had 26 volunteers join

us to  collect illegally dumped garbage in the Kennedy Flats

Watershed. The event was successful in removing 5,060 kg of

garbage and properly disposing of it at the West Coast Landfill. 

GARBAGE REMOVED FROM 

KENNEDY FLATS

In 6 years we have removed 21,930 kg of illegally dumped 

garbage from the Kennedy Flats Watershed
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Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica) is a plant native to eastern Asia, and was introduced to North

America in the 1800s. Since that time this aggressive plant has rapidly spread throughout North

America. Knotweed typically grows in riparian ecosystems, roadsides and green waste disposal sites. It forms

thick, dense colonies that completely crowd out all other plants. CWFS and the District of Ucluelet are

working to restore Big Beach Park by planting native species, helping to prevent the spread of invasive

plants through the use of a foliar spray and through continued monitoring, education and community

outreach.  

BIG BEACH 

KNOTWEED 
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Spawner Surveys

The return of salmon in the fall is a much anticipated event on

the Pacific coast.  Hungry bears build  up essential fat storage

for the upcoming winter, birds feed on fish left along the river

beds, forests are fed with the nutrients of decomposing 

remains and we at CWFS walk the creeks to see the fish

moving through the systems we have restored.  

Our results are shared with the Department of Fisheries and

Oceans Canada for population trend studies. We use the data

to observe the habitat features being used by returning fish

and to help evaluate the effectiveness of our restoration

work. Weekly surveys were conducted between the beginning

of October and the end of December in 2017 on Conference

Creeks, Sandhill Creek, Hydro Hill West, Chenatha River, Coho

Creek, Lost Shoe Creek, English Cove and Ah'ta'apq Creek.  

Coho Chum Sockeye Pink Chinook

Lost Shoe Creek 

Hydro Hill Creek 

Conference Creeks 

English Cove 

Coho Creek 

Sandhill Creek 

Chenatha River 

Ah'ta'apq Creek 
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Spawning salmon were found in all

habitat features but overall favored

pool habitat. 69% of spawning

salmon were found  in pools

formed both naturally and through

restoration works.  

= Species found in 2017 

 

= Species historically found in creek 
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Lost Shoe Creek Smolt 

Trap Monitoring

Two smolt traps are in operation in the Lost

Shoe Creek Watershed: one in a channel LS3B1

and the other in a constructed off-channel along

Highway 4. 

A smolt is a life stage of a salmon. This

physiological change occurs when a  juvenile

salmon begins its migration from freshwater to

the estuary and adjusts to living in salt water.  

From April -July annually, CWFS staff and

volunteers monitor the traps daily to count fish,

identify species, measure length and weight and

look for parasites and other abnormalities.

Monitoring these traps helps us to gauge the

health of the stream and local salmon

populations.  

Jeremy Koreski Jeremy KoreskiMelissa Renwick 

Lamprey Breeding Stickleback Coho Parr

In the off-channel trap where the water 

moves slower we find...
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Salmonid Hitchhikers 
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Number of parasites per smolt

Number of parasites found per smolt at LS3B1 in 2017

65% of

smolts had at

least one

parasite. 

We saw one

with 8!

Daily Number of Smolts in LS3B1 smolt
trap and daily precipitation

What we learned from the smolt traps
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High rainfall events in May lead to 

extremely high water levels that the trap 

could not withstand

Parasitic copepods are common on salmonids, and the coho salmon

living in Lost Shoe Creek are no exception. The parasite we see most

often is known as Salmincola californiensis (photo left). In fact, most

of the coho smolts we find in Lost Shoe Creek have at least one

parasite, usually attached beneath the pectoral and pelvic fin. 

 S. californiensis has been found in all five species of Pacific salmon as

well as cutthroat trout, steelhead trout, dolly varden and farm-raised

Atlantic salmon. Limited information is available in regards to the

impacts these parasites can have on the health of juvenile wild

salmonids, although high levels of infestation can decrease fitness,

growth and survival in fish.



Volunteer Opportunities

Many of our projects rely on the work of our dedicated and 

hardworking volunteers. We receive a huge amount of support 

within the community in the form of boots-on-the-ground, hands- 

in-the-dirt, wading-in-the creek help. We couldn't do the work we 

do without the help of all these people.  

In 2017 we had 201 volunteers 

who helped...

Plant tre
es!  

Count, weigh and 

measure fish!

Remove invasive 
species!  

 

Collect illegally dumped garbage!

Help out at 

fundraisers! Clear areas for 
planting! Build the smolt trap!  

 

Monitor bats!  

 

Monitor growth 

plots!

Photograph our 
projects!  

 

Bottom left photo: Melody Charlie Top right photo: Kyler Vos 



Summary of 2017-2018
Restoration 

 

 

4.04 Hectares Riparian Forest Restored 

1.73 Kilometers of Stream Restored 

1,820 Trees Planted 

960 Native Shrubs and Herbs Planted 

29 LWD Fixtures Added 

14.5 m Clean Spawning Gravel Added 

1 Culvert Replacement 

5,060 kg of Garbage Removed from Forests 

2 Bat Houses Installed 

 

Monitoring 

 

 

468 Coho Smolts Counted, Weighed and Measured 

4 Days of Acoustic Monitoring Bats 

84 Spawner Surveys 

 

 

Education 

 

8 Interpretive Walks Given 

7 Community Speaker Series 

 

Stewardship 

 

201 Volunteers 

22 People Employed 

 

 

$910,00 Raised for Restoration on the 

 Coast of Vancouver Island 
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For more information visit our website or stop by 
our office in Ucluelet 

 
PO Box 641 

1920 #2 Lyche Road 
250-726-2424 

info@clayoquot.org 
clayoquot.org

Jeremy Koreski


